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Self and Karma
Medastrana, the unique in the world alternative holistic personal analysis of your SELF AND KARMA, provides
you with useful and interesting information about your tendencies as an individual. More specifically you see
the way your internal world, your emotions, and your mind work. How other people see you and how you
see yourself. What characteristics you have during your completion as an individual.
You see if you have antithesis in your character and how this antithesis affects your life. The difference
comparing to the analysis “Self” is that you are provided with interesting information about the effectiveness
of you house’s number, your Karma and you spiritual-roots inheritance in the course of your life.
For the continuously improvement of the Medastrana website, if you see a problem-error on your screen, or
if you have any suggestions please contact us by clicking "contact" on the home page. If you see an error
please describe what data did you entered and which analysis did you choose. In the centre of Medastrana
is your personality and needs.

Name: JONATHAN
Lastname: FARADEY
Day: 10
Month: 8
Year: 1982
Street number: 458
Thank you for choosing Medastrana.

Center of the soul
How the characteristics of your soul effect on your individuality.
Medastrana symbol :

SEA
You have the talent to see behind words and you easily understand the others’ intentions. You hate criticism
and to be placed under others. You want always to be a step ahead. You are a clever and you like to
innovate. You are hard working and responsible. You are very observant. Relatively to your relationship you
are full of feelings that were expressed by torrential way.
You can easily find solutions for all your obstacles. You are optimistic and you see the positive side of life.
You always have the courage to stand for your opinion. Also sometimes you may become unpredictable due
to your cyclothyme. In love and in general in your relations you have the tension to create triangles without
being necessarily unfaithful.
When you do not work on your self-improvement, the cultivation of your heart in order to discover your
defaults and mistakes and to gain psycho-spiritual evolvement, the result is to have negative tensions,
sometimes in a greater and sometimes in a smaller degree: Sometimes you can address your creativity and
energy to a wrong course resulting to internal confusion or depression. Also you cannot easily express your
feelings.

Mind
The course of your life mainly based on logic is mentioned below.
Medastrana symbol:
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ORCHID
You show the proper respect and sensitivity to other peoples’ needs, you create perfect co-operations and
you possess the talent to create and keep excellent relationships. You are able to help others, co-operations
by issuing the proper advice. In your love relationships you are very tender, caring and patient.
You need to commonly decide and to receive confirmation and encouragement by your partner. You enjoy
company and you may reach happiness through your love- partner, creating a long relationship based on a
strong foundation. You face any situation patiently, compromising if necessary. Your receptivity is great. You
possess the gift of a good negotiator and peacemaker. You fully comprehend and understand what is wrong
and what is right in all situations. You may in a universal level accomplish the coupling of opposite forces.
If you do not constantly work for your self-improvement and the cultivation of your soul, in order to
discover your disadvantages and mistakes, aiming constantly on your psycho- spiritual evolvement, the
result will be to have the following tendencies, either in a small or in a greater degree; You avoid defending
your thoughts. You become critical and meticulous to your partner and others.

Heart
The inner way that your soul reacts through your heart.
Medastrana symbol:

CLAY
You love your home. You manage
your relationships you are faithful,
of every organization, whether
administration of a company or
completeness for a long time.

wisely your finances and you detest unnecessary expenses. Regarding
devoted and respectful of your partner’s ideas. You are the cornerstone
concerning your family, or relationship or even management and
organization. You accomplish to give your creations an organized

You are not the type of person that is motivated by emotions, but instead you approach everything through
rationality and practical efficiency. Usually you offer to your partner practical gifts but this does not mean
you are not romantic. Your success comes through hard work and total devotion to what you do. In a
universal level you are able to impress your spiritual energy to matter. You enjoy calmness and peace. This
plays an important role in balancing your relationships.
When you are not constantly working on yourself improvement, for the cultivation of your soul to discover
your disadvantages and your mistakes in order to accomplish the continuous psycho-spiritual evolvement,
the result is the following negative tensions, to a small or a larger degree: You stick on details and rules of
your plans so when anything not programmed or planned occurs, you feel terrified.

Way of evolution
Follows the way that the evolution of your personality and psychism deriving via some
characteristics and tensions shall affect the course of your life.
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Medastrana symbol:

ORCHID
Basically your personal evolvement will come through your relationships with others. Particularly, balance
and harmony in relationships will be very important to you. Team- work fits you best to accomplish your
goals. In your love relationships you are very tender, caring and patient. You need to commonly decide and
to receive confirmation and encouragement by your partner. You enjoy company and you may reach
happiness through your love- partner, creating a long relationship based on a strong foundation.
Your evolvement leads you to face any situation patiently, compromising if necessary. Your receptivity is
great. You possess the gift of a good negotiator and peacemaker. You fully comprehend and understand
what is wrong and what is right in all situations. You may in a universal level accomplish the coupling of
opposite forces. You may in a universal level accomplish the coupling of opposite forces. Unquestionably you
are very well aware of how to use your mind creatively. Quite often you function through a constant
balancing of situations.
If you do not constantly work for your self-improvement and the cultivation of your soul, in order to
discover your disadvantages and mistakes, aiming constantly on your psycho- spiritual evolvement, the
result will be to have the following tendencies, either in a small or in a greater degree; You may reduce or
push yourself aside, placing others higher up, and at the end lose your independence. You do not express
yourself when you should.

Attitude
Below you find the natural way you spiritually approach your life and is connected to the way
your soul reacts. Also your inner and deep expression that motivate you and makes you function
in the long and difficult course of life.
Medastrana symbol:

LAKE
The way you spiritually approach your life leads you to be an excellent teacher or consultant. It is possible
to offer social work during your lifetime. In universal level you contribute in balance between love and spirit,
male and female, integration of immaterial spiritual world with material world.
Also gradually you prefer to move in slow motion without rushing movements so that your movements to be
secure and to be characterized by stability and program. You take decisions based on heart.
When you do not work on your self-improvement, the cultivation of your heart in order to discover your
defaults and mistakes and to gain psycho-spiritual evolvement, the result is to have negative tensions,
sometimes in a greater and sometimes in a smaller degree: You lose the balance of yourself and your
relations and you waste yourself.

Spiritual roots-inheritance
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Your spiritual and emotional awareness that you inherited from your ancestors.
Medastrana symbol:

LAKE
Your spiritual and emotional awareness that you inherited from your ancestors make you act like a battery:
You have a negative and a positive pole. On the one hand you are homebody on the other hand adventurer.
Also other people feel that you are real interested for their problems and that you will advice them
correctly. You want to make the world beautiful. You are generous with your emotions for both material and
emotional world.
When you do not work on your self-improvement, the cultivation of your heart in order to discover your
defaults and mistakes and to gain psycho-spiritual evolvement, the result is to have negative tensions,
sometimes in a greater and sometimes in a smaller degree: You undertake more obligations from those you
can handle.

Soul and mental evolution
The climax of your life’s course which generally is determined after the age of 50.
Medastrana symbol:

VOLCANO
Through your soul and mental evolution your self-confidence is big and you fight in your life in order to
accomplish your goals. You are a very independent nature and you cannot accept orders easily. You like to
try new things. Your ambitions are big. One of your skills is insight. You give great gravity in hierarchy and
conformity matters. You may create new tensions and become a leader in business and research sectors.
The path of your soul and mental evolution leads you to be determinant to succeed in your profession. Also
every time you start something new you are full of energy and spirit. You function best when you work
alone. You prefer to react directly without second thought. In each projects you dominate yourself and you
do not need any stimulation. When you accomplish your projects you are very satisfied. Sometimes you are
intolerant in your views.
When you do not work on your self-improvement, the cultivation of your heart in order to discover your
defaults and mistakes and to gain psycho-spiritual evolvement, the result is to have negative tensions,
sometimes in a greater and sometimes in a smaller degree. Often you cannot function harmonically inside a
group. You lack of planning and organization.

Ego
Your self-image and the image that third people see and perceive for you.
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Medastrana symbol:

CLAY
You accomplish to give your creations an organized completeness for a long time. You are not the type of
person that is motivated by emotions, but instead you approach everything through rationality and practical
efficiency. Usually you offer to your partner practical gifts but this does not mean you are not romantic.
Your success comes through hard work and total devotion to what you do. In a universal level you are able
to impress your spiritual energy to matter.
You love to act and move through a safe and predictable environment. You bring order from chaos and you
are able to give a shape to a dream, through the abilities of your practical, Methodical, disciplined and
organized mind. Also, if you set it as a target, you can re-shape and re-build anything. Your energy is
compact and steady, you possess the gift to create order and give shape things by stabilising them. Your
mind is active, it gives birth to ideas, creates standards and philosophises in new horizons.
When you are not constantly working on yourself improvement, for the cultivation of your soul to discover
your disadvantages and your mistakes in order to accomplish the continuous psycho-spiritual evolvement,
the result is the following negative tensions, to a small or a larger degree: You are afraid to risk and you
move in the narrow limits of your well built and perfectly –organized system.

The energy influence of your house to your life
Based on Medastrana method you see bellow how the number of your house effect on your life.
Medastrana symbol:

SKY
Developing your leading qualifications in order to climb up socially and gain financial wealth. Also it helps
programming and planning of your projects. Your house is supportive for the integration of your spirit and
practicality. In this house it is possible to observe extravagances.
When you are not constantly working on yourself improvement, the result is the following negative tensions:
You do not manage to express your warm and kind self hidden inside you. You tend to turn in yourself; a
characteristic that in difficult situations becomes more intense. You often correct and be critical to others
especially when they do not follow your ideas and methods, because you truly believe you really know what
is best.

Karmic offer
It is kind of precipitation coming through difficulties and experiments in your life.
Medastrana symbol:
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SEA
You have to learn to lead your creativity and energy in the right way in order to avoid internal confusion or
even worse depression. You study carefully each time you deal with too many things simultaneously because
you risk to lose your target and your energy. Be caution to the creation of triangles that might form in your
relations. Please externalize your emotions with words. Also is very important to control your impulsiveness.
Please express your feelings and creativity without being depressed.
When you do not work on your self-improvement, the cultivation of your heart in order to discover your
defaults and mistakes and to gain psycho-spiritual evolvement, the result is to have negative tensions,
sometimes in a greater and sometimes in a smaller degree: Sometimes you can address your creativity and
energy to a wrong course resulting to internal confusion or depression. It is possible to simultaneously deal
with many things and therefore you lose your energy and your scope.
The triangles you create in your relations might cause you problems. Also you cannot easily express your
feelings. Your impulsive character and your incontrollable activity lead you to act consumedly quickly and
can create many problems. Other negative tensions you may have is aimless hearings with other, bad
criticism, denial of creativity, lack of self-expression resulting oppression and uncalculated lack of money.

Karmic obligation
Through your Karma and by your breakthrough you have a chance to get closer to your
fulfilment as an individual.
Medastrana symbol:

E very

human being on earth is on a mission, so you are on too, by accomplishing your ’’mission’’ you help in
the advancement of humanity. It is important for you to know that you do not have specific requirements
arising from your karma. The fact that you have no Karmic obligation does not necessarily mean something
good or something bad for your life.

Final integration
The accomplishment of your life’s goals.
Medastrana symbol:
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SKY
You function excellently in the world of business; you possess the ability to administrate, manage and judge,
with emphasis in the sectors of industry, trade, public administration, real agencies, or even authoring. You
are able to administer great organisations, to accomplish great projects, or even to take great risks. When
difficult situations arise, you deal with them with strength and self-control. You wish your children to be
obedient to your every advice or command. You are a strict judge of yourself; you are always question
yourself. This results to you working harder to accomplish your targets.
You are able to rationally analyse situations and organize an effective action plan; you possess an organized
and practical mind. You like to be just. You have an inborn characteristic to perceive other peoples’ talents
and abilities. You pursue social recognition; you enjoy being associated with important people, to mix in
important social circles. You also take pleasure in impressive wardrobes and impressive appearances.
When you are not constantly working on yourself improvement, for the cultivation of your soul to discover
your disadvantages and your mistakes in order to accomplish the continuous psycho-spiritual evolvement,
the result is the following negative tensions, to a small or a larger degree: You do not manage to express
your warm and kind self hidden inside you.

Forms of contradiction
As a person you may have some antithesis in your character. An antithesis can lead you to an
esoterically conflict. If you have antithesis, is not really bad, despite the pain you feel, you can
use that antithesis in a creative and productive way in your life.
Antithesis between your heart and your mind

T HERE

IS NO CONFLICT BETWEEN YOUR HEART AND YOUR MIND, you have harmony between your reason
and your emotions. Through this harmony you can create a beautiful life full of prosperity. To keep this
harmony you should continuously work for you self progress and character betterment.

Antithesis between your personality and your mind

T HERE

IS NO CONFLICT BETWEEN YOUR DESTINY AND YOUR MIND, you have harmony on the way you act
in your life course. You are going to have good luck. In order to protect this harmony you should stay
focused on your improvement as an individual, and try not to do the same mistakes in your life.

Antithesis between your destiny and you mind

T HERE

IS NO CONFLICT BETWEEN YOUR PERSONALITY AND YOUR MIND, you have harmony between
yourself image and the way you think. Because of this harmony you have a very good self confidence and
you are a charming person. You influence the people around you. Don’t forget that you must continuously
work for you self progress and character betterment.

Antithesis between your idiosyncrasy and your mind

T HERE

IS NO CONFLICT BETWEEN YOUR IDIOSYNCRASY AND YOUR HEART, you mature in a creative way,
and you can have prosperity and happiness. In order to protect this harmony you must keep away egoism
and keep your heart and your mind open.

Antithesis in the course of your life
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Y ou

have harmony in the way you manage the material things like cars, house and others. You also have
the tendency to have a good love relationship. In order to protect this harmony you must continuously
observe and correct yourself.

Top Of Analysis
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